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Introduction and Rationale
The Massachusetts Frameworks identifies key aspects of immigration to be
studied in first and second grade classes. Without the resources to teach, the topic of
immigration has been overlooked in our elementary classrooms and in the district.
Through participation in the course, we have bolstered our own knowledge and
understanding of the topic of immigration enabling us to better communicate the major
themes and ideas of immigration to our students.
This mini-unit will introduce the topic of immigration to our students. It will be
their first formal exploration of immigration, their own family history, some Natick
history and the use of primary source documents and strategies (i.e. SIGHT, 5 C’s,
PRIMES) to think historically.
Annie Davis, Education Specialist for the National Archives and Records
Administration, in her introduction to the Primarily Teaching course proposed that the
United States of America is a “nation of travelers,” more than immigrants. All of us
traveled here via some route, from the land bridge to slave ships and purposeful
intentional immigration. With this in mind, we posed the question: “Who were/are the
people who came to Natick and what were the contributions they made?” More
specifically, how did these people come to settle in Natick, what were their hopes and
dreams, what support systems did they lean on in their journeys, what struggles did they
face, and finally, what contributions have they made?
We focused on four different families from Natick with strong connections to four
distinct eras in Natick history. In an effort to best utilize local resources and make
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concrete connections for young children we’ve geared our research to people and places
that will be readily available to them in their own community. The four families and eras
are: John Eliot, the Praying Indians and early Natick history; Beverly Hector-Smith, and
the Thomas family, descendents of slaves who served during the Civil War; Violetta
Tutuny and the Albanian Community in Natick during the era of New Immigration; and
Beatriz Reyes, a recent immigrant from Venezuela representing current trends in
immigration and Natick’s demographics.
Through the research of these families and collaboration with local historians,
libraries and historical societies we’ve had the opportunity to think historically and
practice the skills and strategies we’ll be teaching children to use in this mini-unit on
immigration.
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John Eliot
(1604-1690)

1

Just who was John Eliot? Why are three churches, a square, a monument, and
many streets and schools in the Boston area named after him? What made John Eliot a
legend of Natick’s history? Was it because he co-authored the first publication printed in
North America in 1640 called the Bay Psalm Book? Could it be because he pastored at
the first Church in Roxbury for 58 years from 1632-1690? Was it because he started the
Roxbury Latin School in 1645? Or was it because he wrote The Christian
Commonwealth on which the United States Constitution was based? (Wilson 2).
The main reason John Eliot is well known is that he was the greatest missionary
to the Native Americans in history, and thus has been called “The Apostle to the Indians”
(Wilson 2). He learned their Massachusetts language, reduced it to writing, worked out
its grammar and published eight books in this tongue including the whole Bible, which
was the first copy of the Scriptures printed in North America (Winslow 2). He helped
establish fourteen communities in New England that were called praying towns. Natick
led the “praying Indian” revolution as the first praying town in America.
John Eliot is rarely thought of as an American immigrant. However, he is part of
the first wave of immigration to America, the English Puritans seeking religious freedom
1

Painting of John Eliot displayed at the Henry E. Huntington Library in San Marino CA.
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in the New World. Out of all the ethnic groups in the world, most consider the English to
have had to most crucial role in paving the way for U.S. immigration since the English
were the ones to establish colonies of which the United States of America sprung from.
Their offspring formed the largest component of the Republic and the foundations they
laid influenced all subsequent newcomers. There were many “push” and “pull factors
affecting Puritan immigration that directly correlate with the PRIMES2 method of
studying history.
In 1630, over 1,000 Puritans came to the Massachusetts Bay area and built homes
in and around Boston. With harsh laws being passed in England against those criticizing
the Anglican Church, a further 20,000 Puritans arrived over the next ten years. The
Puritans believed in the community, that individuals should support and help one another.
The Puritans immigrated to establish God's commonwealth on earth, a community of
visible saints following the Bible, and to found churches. The King gave his permission
for the migration in order for England to acquire raw materials, to check the power of
Spain, to find a new route to the Orient, and to convert the Indians (Hall 24).
The Reverend John Eliot had been part of the great migration of Puritans feeling
persecution in England because of their religious practices. John Eliot was the son of a
yeoman, or middle-class farmer, Bennett Eliot, a man of considerable property, whose
home was about sixteen miles almost directly north of London. Little is known of his
boyhood and early manhood except that he took a B.A. Degree at Jesus College,
Cambridge, in 1622. There is nothing definitely known of him until 1629-1630, when he
became an assistant at the school of the Reverend Thomas Hooker. The influence of
2

PRIMES method – acronym for evaluating history (political, religious, intellectual,
military, economic, social)
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Hooker apparently determined Eliot to become a Puritan, but his connection with the
school ceased in 1630, when persecutions drove Hooker into exile. The realization of the
difficulties in the way of a nonconforming clergyman in England undoubtedly convinced
John Eliot to emigrate to America in the autumn of 1631. After a voyage of ten weeks
duration, he landed at Boston, November 4, 1631 (http://www.greatsite.com/timelineenglish-bible-history/john-eliot.html).
Eliot was ordained teacher of the First Church of Roxbury in 1631. A year later
his fiancée Hanna Mumford joined him, and their marriage is the first marriage ever
recorded in Roxbury. According to the charter of Massachusetts Bay, the “pricipall
ende” of the colony was “to wynn and incite the native of [the] country to the knowledge
and obedience of the onlie true God and Savior of mankind, and the Christian faythe”
(Winslow 16). The colony seal, showing an Indian with arms outstretched saying,
“Come over and help us”3 continually reminded the colonists of this pledge. Eliot
himself, confessed that the colony seal and his own “pity for the poor Indians” had
moved him to begin his missionary work (Winslow 17). Beginning in 1641, Eliot
preached to the Indians living in the vicinity of Boston. Within a few years, he was able
to speak to them in their own language, a dialect of Algonquian. Eliot wanted his Indian
congregation to have their own town where they could work, so at Eliot’s prompting, the
General Court in the winter of 1646-1647 bought from Concord a hill, the foot of which
is now Newton Corner, for an Indian town. The Indians named their town Nonantum,
which means “Rejoicing” (Crawford 6). Eliot soon realized the disadvantages of settling
his Indian community so near the English. The Indians were discouraged by English
3

Author’s Note: There is no record of an Indian saying, “Come over and help us” in
documented text.
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farming methods and tensions arose between the two cultures. Eliot believed that for the
Indians to become "real" Christians, they needed a village of their own. In 1650, he and a
group of Indian converts located a site that offered fresh water, fertile fields, and
woodland on the Charles River seventeen miles west of Boston to become the first
“praying village.”
Natick, translated “land of many hills,” was a prime location with marvelous
fertile fields, woods, rivers, and a chance to grow in four directions (Crawford 10). In
1640, Eliot approached the General Court of Dedham and asked for six thousand acres,
including Natick, Wellesley, Sherborn, and Needham, to deed as a “praying village.” A
piece of this deeded land belonged to an Indian, John Speen and his kin. The Speen
family willingly surrendered their claim in return for house lots in the town, but they
retained their rights to fish traps in the river (Crawford 10). The Natick Indians built a
round stockaded fort to protect themselves from hostile tribes, and an English-style
meetinghouse and a school followed. They laid out house lots along three long streets.
In the spring they planted apple orchards, sowed corn, and set fish traps in the river. A
council of men governed the town according to Biblical precedent rather than tribal laws.
When the colony's governor visited Natick in the fall of 1651, he was impressed; he
declared, "The Foundation is laid, and such a one that I verily believe the gates of Hell
shall never prevail against" (Wilson 9). A church was founded in 1660, the first Indian
Christian church in the English colonies. The "Praying Indian" town at Natick served as
a model for similar communities, and by 1675, the Massachusetts Bay Colony had
fourteen "Praying Indian" towns with a total population of around 3,600 (Crawford 12).
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For 25 years the town prospered. Then, with the outbreak of King Philip's War in
the summer of 1675 brought a violent end to the success of the praying villages. The
colonial authorities imprisoned all Christianized Indians on an island in Boston Harbor.
Deprived of sufficient food, shelter, fuel, and clothing, many died there. The war lasted
for almost two years (Lepore 1). When it ended, some Indians returned to Natick, but the
town struggled to survive. The death of John Eliot in 1690 only made matters worse. The
English confined the Natick Indians repeatedly over the next 30 years. By 1716, only
170 Indians remained in Natick, the Indian church had dissolved, and there was no
schoolmaster. In 1719, the Indians divided the land they had held in common among 20
families. By 1781, the year Natick was formally incorporated, there were few vestiges
left of the "Praying Indian" town that had thrived there a century earlier (Crawford, 13).
Although the praying village failed, their history is not forgotten. It is impossible
to visit Natick today without seeing the impact of John Eliot’s contributions to our town.
The first meetinghouse still stands as the present day Eliot Church in South Natick. The
first translated Bible is prominently displayed at the Natick Historical Society Museum.
At the Natick Post Office, you can see a historical mural depicting a scene of Eliot with
the praying Indians. The Bacon Free Library dedicates space to celebrate the
contributions of John Eliot through visual displays and artifacts. On Memorial Day 2006,
the town recognized twenty-one native men served in the local militia during the War for
Independence. The town honored their sacrifice as three Native Americans in tribal
regalia prayed and sang. Two stone monuments bear the words "We Will Remember"
and the names of the fallen soldiers buried in unmarked graves over 225 years ago.
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Samuel J. Thomas and Benjamin Thomas
Natick Civil War Veterans
1840’s-1930
In eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
Hurrah, hurrah!
That was when the war begun,
Hurrah, hurrah!
In eighteen hundred and sixty–two
Both sides were a-falling to,
And we’ll all drink stone wine when
Johnny comes marching home (Brick 11).
This paper serves to document the contributions of two African American, Natick
residents who contributed greatly in their service to the 5th Massachusetts Cavalry during
the Civil War. Why did they come to Natick? Why did they stay? What are their
connections to Beverly Hector-Smith, interviewed recently? Why, by the 1880 census
records, did most African American Civil War veterans leave Natick? What links did
these individuals share with Henry Wilson, Vice President of the United States, and
Chairman of the Senate Committee of Military Affairs during the Civil War, responsible
for more legislation countering slavery than any other American? (Myers 1). Using a
wide array of primary documents (see attached) I sought to trace the journey of two
“travelers”. In the end, after all the research/interviews were completed, I must conclude
that said individuals ultimately were traced back to the original Praying Indians and John
Speen, one of the original proprietors (“owners”) of Natick. Hence this is more a story of
how an African American family adapted and contributed, as opposed to a pure
immigration story with all the push/pull factors I had hoped to unearth. Then again, how
does one define immigration? Annie Davis (Education Specialist for the National
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Archives and records Administration) refers to the United States of America as a “nation
of travelers.”
So begins the celebration of two African-American veterans from Natick who
served in the 5th Massachusetts Cavalry, one of the first units to enter Richmond,
Virginia, after that city fell to the Union Army (Holmes 2009). A descendant of one of
the brothers still lives in Natick today and was interviewed on April 23, 2009 by me. Her
name is Beverly Hector-Smith (who in turn had her own story to share). It is a story
fueled also by the passion, shared, of a former social studies educator at Newton South
High School, now retired after 37 years; currently on staff at The Natick Morse Institute
as a “Special Collections Librarian”: Mr. Cary Holmes. To Beverly, Cary and Karol
Bartlett (also a “Special Collections Librarian) I remain deeply indebted.
Cary Holmes, in his research of: Natick Men Who Served with Glory, indicated
that Dandridge Thomas married Ann Whipple in 1820 in Taunton, Massachusetts. What
brought this African American there? Perhaps, according to Holmes, “a sizable African
American colony settled around New Bedford, possibly as sailors during the War of
1812, joining as “privateers,” with an eye on prize monies” (Holmes 2009). Dandridge,
according to census records, made his way to Natick from Taunton, ultimately securing a
job as a shoemaker.
Dandridge Thomas became involved in shoemaking in one of the so called “10 by
10” shops, described as ten footers, preceding the larger shoe factories that later
dominated industry in Natick. I visualize Dandridge sitting all day, cutting, putting
together shoes. With the expansion towards the west, fueled by the Gold Rush, boots are
now needed in great quantity. Concurrently in the 1830s, Henry Wilson, after serving the
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hardship of indenture, walked to Natick from a community in New Hampshire, beckoned
by Natick’s transition from farming/seafaring to the manufacture of custom made shoes
and other industry. By 1830, the shoe industry for both Thomas and Wilson, was taking
new form. Money was available for those who sought work. By 1850, Natick ranked
eight in the state with $838,000 worth of shoe and boot production that year (Myers 11).
The Natick Debating Society was formed fueled by Reverend Coolidge, Lydia
Maria Childs, a famed radical abolitionist, along with fellow Unitarians, described as
liberal humanists. Henry Wilson was an original member, perhaps remembering his own
eleven-year stint as an indentured servant. As Dandridge is making his shoes in Natick,
anti-slave and anti-war sentiments grow; perhaps the South is using this energy to garner
more land and more power, upsetting the slave/anti-slave votes? Based on census
records, William Nutt moves to Union Street in Natick, immediately joining the Natick
Debating Society. In 1850, the Fugitive Slave law which enforced returning run-away
slaves helped crank up the Natick debate. Harriet Beecher Stowe, in Natick, is writing a
book, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, partly due to this law. Uncle Tom’s Cabin is credited with
helping start the Civil War (Schaller 115). By 1854, the Republican Party is formed,
involving Wilson, espousing a strong anti-slavery sentiment (was the Debating Society
Wilson’s training ground for later leadership roles?) Nutt along with other Natick
residents went to Missouri to stop pro-slavery in Kansas. Nutt returns to join Natick
shoemakers, like Dandridge, in forming a worker’s union. Who would know that Nutt
would later be commanding a very special unit of Natick African Americans, including
four of Dandridge’s sons?
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Based on the interview with Cary Holmes the following events developed: By
1860 the Natick Selectmen were asked to buy uniforms to properly dress a militia. In
April of 1861 the Civil War commences. Nutt, along with other Natick residents, join the
army becoming officers. Dandridge Thomas continues to work but sends four of his sons
to serve. They join the 5th Massachusetts Cavalry, which, in fact, was an overflow unit to
the all black Calvary.
Please see the attached power point presentation “Natick Men Who served with
Glory.” These documents, original paintings and personal donations are currently on
view or stored at the Morse Institute in Natick. Needless to say, the original pieces are
much more poignant and powerful than these copies. While the accompanying dialogue
speaks for itself, slide 17 documents the actual application of Benjamin Thomas and three
others of his family to serve in the 5th Massachusetts Cavalry (Morse Institute Library).
Slide 18 is specific to the application of Samuel J. Thomas, brother of Benjamin. Slide 19
presents an actual photograph of Post 63 denoting the presence of both Thomas brothers.
After the war, in 1865, three Thomas boys returned home and according to
Holmes, “George, denoted “Black Sheep George” deserted.” The others joined the Grand
Army of the Republic Post 63 in Natick, 1035. Please see via the statistics “Natick
Officers and Enlisted Men Who Served With Black Units,” where Samuel J and
Benjamin are duly noted. Said records are derived from the Natick Census, graveyards
and service records from the Natick Post. The question remains as to why an unusual
number of white officers came together with black regiments. Some feel that this is not a
coincidence but, rather, an outgrowth fueled by those South Natick activists coming
together to form the Natick Debating Society (Holmes 2009).
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Cary Holmes writes in his final comments (Natick Men Who Served With Glory):
“Who would have thought that Natick played a part in such a meritorious history?”
The last slide in the PowerPoint presentation depicts that, over time, the Thomas family
continued to thrive with the official portrait of Admiral Gerald E. Thomas, who is the
great grandson of Samuel J. Thomas. Admiral Thomas graduated from Natick High
School in 1947. His duties of leadership were so bright that President Regan appointed
him to different diplomatic positions. Admiral Thomas is now retired.
Interestingly, and without explanation that I could uncover, most of the African
American Civil war Veterans had left Natick by the 1880 census (see attached). The
Cobbs, Thomases and Taylors remained.
Beverly Hector Smith, a 72-year-old current Natick resident is related, through
marriage, to Samuel J. Thomas. It was delightful to interview her. Additionally, her story
can be viewed on http://www.massmemories.org. Through her own research garnered
from links tracing ancestry, Beverly indicated that the original Thomas family goes back
to “The Praying Indians,” as documented by James Morley of the Natick Historical
Society. According to this interview, John Speen, one of the original proprietors owning
Natick, had an offspring Hannah Speen who married John Chore, an African American.
Their daughter in 1776 married William Thomas. Their offspring was Dandridge
Thomas. Beverly remembers her mother stating, “I used to come to Natick in horse and
buggy” (Hector-Smith 2009). Only later did Beverly understand that her mother was
reminiscing about the visits to her Aunt (married three times) to Charles Bernard Thomas
(one of the offspring of Benjamin Thomas, son of Dandridge Thomas). It was interesting
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to understand the significant intermarriage of African Americans during this period of
Natick history.
In addition to discussing her “Thomas connection” she spoke glowingly of her
great, great grandfather, Thomas H. Jones, an escaped slave who went on to publish a
book in 1871, The Experience of Thomas H. Jones, who was a Slave for Forty-Three
Years (Hector-Smith 2009). She is in possession of a precious document, a letter written
by William Lloyd Garrison attempting to save Jones from slave catchers. Most of his
history has been hidden, according to Beverly, as “it was shameful for African Americans
to acknowledge the presence of slaves in their families.” Now, as she is interviewed
widely as a descendant of Samuel Thomas, she makes time to remember proudly Thomas
H. Jones. I have been invited to a presentation by The Beacon Hill Scholars (African
Americans living near Beacon Hill during the time frame of the early 1900’s) on May
30th, to revisit the history of African Americans in this area.
I was born in Natick in 1947. My Dad was born here in 1919 and his Dad was
born here in 1889, twenty-four years after the Civil war ended. Never was there a word
mentioned of African Americans contributing so much. But now I can vividly remember
a shining educator when I was in school, Ms. Edith Nutt, a direct descent of the same
William Nutt, showcased in the PowerPoint presentation that I have included, connected
in leadership to the Thomas family. The joy in this project has yet to be told. We will feel
that when Mr. Paul C. Hasgill (a direct descendant of Benjamin and Samuel Thomas),
joins the 1st and 2nd graders this spring as we honor Civil War veterans by placing flowers
on the graves of those that served, including those buried there from the 5th
Massachusetts Calvary. I will feel it when Cary Holmes has one or two Civil War re-
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enactors present to show the children the uniforms the men wore. When the next
generation is reminded of those that gave so much, allowing their legacy to carry on, all
are better served. And when I join Beverly Hector-Smith to view her upcoming
presentation, better prepared to teach the children of Natick about the strengths of the
past, I will again celebrate the fruits of this study.
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Violetta Tutuny
(1928)

We brought the table.
You put the table cloth on it.
The next generation will put the silver and china on it.
-Kristina Tutuny to her daughter, Violetta Tutuny
She can’t go to Casey’s Diner, because they won’t let her pay for her meal.
Colleagues send flowers to make amends for the use of profanity in her presence. Her
students from her forty year teaching career are called her babies. She is deeply
committed to the Albanian Orthodox Church and the Albanian community. Vi Tutuny is
an icon in Natick.
Violetta Tutuny was born at the Leonard Morse Hospital in Natick in 1928. She
is first generation Albanian American. Vi Tutuny’s father, Vasil, left Albania seeking
economic opportunities in the US during the period of New Immigration (1880-1924)
ultimately arriving in 1911. He traveled from Albania to Damascus to work in tobacco
warehouses then ultimately arrived in Rhode Island. He settled in Natick because a small
Albanian colony had formed there after the arrival of Pandi James in 1899, the first
Albanian in Natick. During World War I, while waiting to be called to service (he had
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registered for the draft and had purchased his uniform, but was never called up) he went
to work in the car factories in Michigan. He volunteered to accompany a body back to
Massachusetts and resettled in Natick.
In 1926, Vasil was working in shoe factories having a “good time” (Tutuny).
Meanwhile, his future bride, Kristina, was on her own journey to the United States. Her
family sent her here ostensibly to marry. Her mother’s sister was living in Massachusetts
and had married well through an arranged marriage. Upon arrival, Kristina expected her
uncle to meet her. Her uncle was ill, so Vasil volunteered to meet her. Vasil and Kristina
married the following year in 1927. They had three children: Violetta, Pandi and Irene
(Tutuny 2009).

Vasil and Kristina Tutuny’s wedding 1927

Violetta, Irene and Pandi Tutuny ca. 1930’s

Vasil worked in shoe factories for most of his career. He retired at age 73 and lost
his pension when the Goodwill Shoe Factory closed its shop in Massachusetts and
relocated to Kentucky. He was well educated and could read and write six languages.
Kristina stayed at home. She was also well educated and could read and write multiple
languages. At age 14 she was fully employed as a school teacher in Albania. At times,
Vasil contemplated becoming a priest. Kristina balked at the idea, later telling her
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daughter that she didn’t come here to be a priest’s wife. If he became a priest she may as
well take her daughter and go back to Albania. They had a good marriage and were
routed in family and community. Vasil and Kristina both attended citizenship school
held in the evenings in the basement of the Old Town Hall. They both became
naturalized citizens in June 1944.

Vasil told his children “Our success is in the next

generation” (Tutuny 2009).
Vi Tutuny is evidence of that success and of her parents and her own commitment
to family, community and the next generation. Vi was born in 1928 in Natick,
Massachusetts. She excelled in school and was the first Albanian girl from Natick to go
to a four year college and the first person in her family to graduate from college. She
attended Salem State College. There she roomed with a family for one year, commuted
from home for two years to help with an ill parent at the time and then lived at the
YWCA for her senior year. Rent was $15.00 a week shared among three young women.
After graduating in 1950 with a degree in Education, she began a career that would last
forty years, ending as a social studies teacher at Natick High School. The majority of her
teaching years was spent as a social studies and English teacher at Coolidge Junior High
School (Tutuny 2009).
Her students of all ages refer to her with great reverence as “Miss Tutuny.” Miss
Tutuny commanded respect and affection in the classroom.

She offered her respect to

colleagues and students. Her students knew they were respected and strove to merit that
respect. She has always held the teaching profession and teachers in high regard.
Emblematic of this regard, she always dressed for work and never wore slacks in her
teaching career. Profanity was not tolerated under any circumstance by anyone. A
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colleague once swore in her presence, prompting Miss Tutuny to walk away from the
conversation. He promptly sent flowers in apology for his ill-conceived use of language
and never repeated the mistake.
Growing up in the 1930s and 1940s in Natick was a simpler time, according to Vi.
Neighbors helped each other. She said that she was poor, but didn’t know it. Good shoes
were re-soled and worn again or passed down. Resources were shared; and people had
fun. The Tutuny children were fond of pizza, so their parents took them out to eat pizza a
couple of times a year. It was not a casual outing. The night out involved walking to the
bus; taking the bus to Framingham and then walking the rest of the way to Ashland to eat
at Marconi’s Restaurant. The family of five would order one pizza and drinks. A man in
the kitchen who worked with Vasil at the shoe factory during the day, would send a
complimentary second pizza to their table. To reciprocate, Kristina would make and send
pastry to him (Tutuny 2009).
Vi spent a great deal of time at the Morse Institute Library in Natick. She loved
learning. The librarians really cared about the children and it was the social gathering
spot on a Friday night until the fire horn sounded curfew at 9:00 pm. Vi recalls her
younger brother and sister being at the library during the hurricane of 1938. It took their
mother, Kristina, twenty minutes to walk across the common, across West Central Street
to get to her two youngest children-- a walk that would ordinarily take perhaps three
minutes at most. After the storm, the family walked along West Central Street. A
women was gathering pears littered in her yard from her two damaged pear trees. She
told the Tutunys to gather as many as they could carry for the children to eat. People
helped each other and shared the resources they had (Tutuny 2009).
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Vi grew up on Common Street, which borders the Natick Common, in a part of
Natick called Snipe Island. The neighborhood was mixed ethnicity, but everyone got
along. In a conversation with Vi and her fellow Natick High School classmate, Harriet
Buckingham, they agreed that there was discrimination. The Italians and the Albanians
weren’t treated well. According to Vi and Harriet, the Irish, then the Italians, the
Albanians and the Greeks had to “earn their place” (Buckingham and Tutuny 2009).
Vi doesn’t recall dramatic instances of discrimination. She was a talented
student, active in school government and her church. One story she shared and asked
specifically that it not be included in this paper highlights the growing acceptance of the
Albanian community in Natick. An opportunity that was denied her and her brother was
made available to her younger sister six years later. Within a six year window of time
exclusion likely based solely on being Albanian was no longer given credence in this
circumstance. It is very likely that Vi’s dignity and grace along with her success as a
student and student leader helped shift the discriminatory attitudes.
Vi has always been an active member of the Natick Community. Her career as a
teacher was spent in service to her students. As a member of the Albanian Church and
co-president of the Vetetima Women’s Society she has organized relief missions,
collecting and sending resources and goods to help Albanians living in poverty under
restrictive governments (CIA 2009; Kosta 2004; Wikipedia 2009). She is known as
“Lettie” (aunt) to the many new Albanian families and children in town. She encourages
education and monitors their progress in school through her extant network of teachers.
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In 1981, Vi co-founded the Natick Service Council Food Pantry. A ceremony
was held on May 1, 2009, to honor Vi and officially rename the Natick Food Pantry , The
Vi Tutuny Food Pantry.

Many former students and colleagues attended the ceremony.

In October, Vi will speak at the 90th anniversary of the Albanian Orthodox
Church in Natick. Her father, Vasil, was the first chairman of the Church. Vasil’s
statement, “Our success is in the next generation,” will be evident when Vi takes the
pulpit and speaks to the history of the Albanian community in Natick. Kristina Tutuny’s
table setting analogy spoken to her daughter, Vi, echoes the sentiment that subsequent
generations build upon the foundations of immigrant ancestors. “We brought the table.
You put the table cloth on it. The next generation will put the silver and china on it”
(Tutuny 2009).
Miss Tutuny, “Lettie” to the next generation of Albanian immigrants in Natick,
has made education and service to others within the Albanian community, the Town of
Natick and the distant shores of Albania priorities in her life. Her contributions have had
tremendous impact on people’s lives and will continue to expand and reach many more
generations.
As of the 2000 United States census, there were 113,661 Americans of full or
partial Albanian decent recorded (Brody 2003). While this number is relatively small in
proportion to the entire US population, more concentrated communities exist.
Massachusetts has a well established Albanian American community and currently has
the third highest number of Albanian Americans residing in it (Brody 2003).
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Beatriz Reyes: A Modern Immigration Story
1982
Beatriz Reyes did not intend to become an American citizen. She came to the
United States from Venezuela in September of 1982. She was 16 years old. The main
reason, or “push” factor was not economic, but intellectual. Her family thought it was a
good deal to come here and learn English. Her two older sisters were already here
studying at Boston University through a program funded by the Venezuelan government.
So Beatriz came with her student visa to study, but she never intended to stay.
While her older sisters went to BU, Beatriz attended high school in Brighton. She
lived in an apartment with her two older sisters. She describes herself as a teenager here,
“I was the quiet girl in the back of the room. I didn’t have anyone to hang out with. Kids
and teachers were not welcoming, or understanding or helpful” (Reyes 2009). Beatriz
had no help or support to learn English. There was no ELL program—she just had to
learn it quickly or be unable to communicate. After two or three months she was able to
speak English. By the end of the first year she could speak it better than her sisters who
were studying English at BU. Beatriz attributes this to the fact that her sisters were part
of an ESL program where the students spoke Spanish to each other when they weren’t in
class. Beatriz didn’t have this option, no one in her school spoke Spanish. She had no
choice but to learn English.
Little by little Beatriz made friends. She began to feel more comfortable,
although her school experience in Brighton was very different from how she was back in
Venezuela “In Venezuela I was outgoing, and very popular, but here I was like an
outcast” (Reyes 2009).
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When asked what made her decide to stay, Beatriz said her sisters decided to
enroll at Boston University to earn bachelors degrees, so she stayed on too. She also
cited the political situation in Venezuela. In 1982 when Beatriz came to Boston, “Things
in Venezuela were good” (Reyes 2009). While she was in America things were changing
for Venezuela. In the early 1980’s world oil prices decreased. This had a negative
impact on the Venezuelan economy and increased Venezuela's foreign debt. Democratic
Action candidate Jaime Lusinchi became president in 1983. He renegotiated the national
debt, cut social services and implemented strict budgets, but inflation and unemployment
continued to be big problems for Venezuela. Violence was also an issue. There were
riots caused by deteriorating social conditions and political violence as coups were
attempted (Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia 2006). In Beatriz’s words, while she was
in American “The economy in Venezuela went down, money devalued, violence
escalated and the country entered a recession” (Reyes 2009).
As the social and political climate of Venezuela deteriorated, Beatriz’s parents
told her to stay in America and finish high school. Her sisters had now begun community
college at Mass Bay –there was no longer enough money for Boston University.
Thinking about PRIMES, one could say the original reason Beatriz and her sisters
arrived in America was intellectual—their parents wanted them to get an education.
However the reasons they stayed in America became political, economical and social
because of what was happening in their home country of Venezuela.
Another issue brought on by the political upheaval in Venezuela was the status of
Beatriz and her sisters. With their legal student visa expired they now became “illegal.”
Her sisters had to take night classes and work during the day, but finding jobs without
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documentation was difficult. Even though her sisters eventually got degrees, they
couldn’t get “real jobs” without green cards. One sister became a nanny. Another sister
made a good friend named Harvey. He taught the girls how to make jewelry with beads
and would buy the jewelry from them for his store. He also needed administrative help,
so he hired an older sister under the table. Beatriz says Harvey and his family became
“Almost like another family -- they were a huge help and support. Harvey was like a gift
from God” (Reyes 2009).
There were some difficult times for Beatriz and her sisters during this period.
Paying the bills and getting food on the table was often a challenge, but the sisters never
wanted to get public aid. “It was a matter of pride. We didn’t want to abuse the system
like we saw some people doing” (Reyes 2009).
The constant fear of deportment was always with them. “We were in this land of
opportunity, but you are trapped and you fear for your life. You always felt like people
are watching you --you don’t feel at ease” (Reyes 2009).
Eventually all of the sisters found ways to become “legal,” but it was not a quick,
easy or painless process. Some of the sisters became legal in conventional ways and
some took other paths. The pain and embarrassment Beatriz feels at recalling this time is
her life is evident. Even as she is speaking to me about it in a noisy restaurant her voice
is hushed, and she leans in to whisper so no one can hear. Beatriz was not alone in her
status as an illegal immigrant. According to the center for immigration studies, today
nearly one in three immigrants is an illegal alien. Half of Mexican and Central American
immigrants and one-third of South American immigrants are illegal (Camarota 2007).
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Today Beatriz uses her bilingual status in her job in a doctor’s office. If patients
need procedures explained to them in Spanish Beatriz is the one to speak with them. She
also sees herself in newer immigrants who are struggling to learn the language, “There is
a new girl at work from Columbia, she has been here in the US for a few years. She has
some trouble with expressions, subtle things of the language that they don’t teach at
school, this girl reminds me of me” (Reyes 2009).
Beatriz gets very upset at comments she hears at work like “These foreigners
don’t speak English today,” or “ The immigrants have taken our jobs and our benefits.”
Beatriz says, “The immigrants do the job other people won’t do and they are underpaid.
They take advantage of the immigrants, they are doing the cooking and the housekeeping
for five or six dollars an hour.” She also can’t understand the animosity towards
immigrants because, “In this country you all came from somewhere” (Reyes 2009).
When I asked Beatriz if she feels like she has kept her heritage she replied that
“Being Latina is very much part of me. You shouldn’t forget your culture.” Beatriz
compares life in America to Venezuela, “Today I feel like I belong, I feel American and I
wouldn’t go back. I do wish for my kids to have a taste of what I had when I grew up
with. One thing I admire in the US is the patriotism. In Venezuela we don’t hang our
flags out. But in Venezuela people savor life, they are passionate. Here (in America) we
live to work-- we don’t work to live. In Venezuela people have FUN. Then enjoy
themselves in their time off” (Reyes 2009).
As the most recent wave of immigration comes to Natick it is interesting to note
some changes over time. The first wave of immigration was comprised of northern
European immigrants. Next came large groups from southern and eastern Europe. Beatriz
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Reyes exemplifies recent immigration trends. She is from Venezuela and according to
center for immigration studies 54.8 percent of post 2000 immigrants are Hispanic
(Camarota 2007).
Beatriz is an American now, but like many immigrants, has mixed feelings toward
the country she was born in “I think about it now and I’m happy, but I am not. Today at
42. I feel that I missed out on my youth in my country, I didn’t understand it then and I
didn’t know why I felt that way. Today I have a teenage daughter and I see her and I feel
like missed out on the things she has-- friends, youth -- because I left and I came to a
place where I didn’t fit in. I am very happy here and I feel American but I feel a part of
me was given up. It is forced in you, the plans were never to stay here, the plan was to
go back” (Reyes 2009).
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Lesson Title: Packing an Immigrant Suitcase
Teacher Johnson School - Natick
Course/Subject Social Studies
Grade(s) 1-2
#students
# with IEP, 504
Date and length of class
Unit/Theme/Topic(s)/ Focus Question(s)
• Immigration/ What would you bring in your suitcase?
Materials/Resources Needed
• Brown grocery bags representing “suitcase”
• Chart paper
• Markers
• Paper—lined and plain
• Book: Journey To Ellis Island by Carol Bierman
Learning Standards Addressed (from MA Curriculum Frameworks or Local
Standards)
2.7 On a map of the world, locate the continent, regions, or countries from which
students, their parents, guardians, grandparents, or other relatives or ancestors came. With
the help of family members and the school librarian, describe traditional food, customs,
sports and games, and music of the place they came from. (G, C)
Lesson Objectives (If applicable, include specific high level skills and concepts.)
• Children will analyze and choose the items they would bring with them if they had to
leave for another country tomorrow
Setting the Stage (Activate, Review, Generate Interest, State Objectives and
Agenda)
• Read the book Journey to Ellis Island
• Talk about how hard it must have been for the family to leave most possessions
behind. How did they decide what to bring and what to leave?
• Explain the directions: We are going to imagine we are leaving for another
country tomorrow but all you can bring is this one suitcase. Everything you want
to bring must fit in this space.
Instructional Strategies: Acquisition and Consolidation of Skills/Knowledge
(Explanation, Modeling, Checking for Understanding, Guided and Independent
Practice)
• Students will be leaving on a boat tomorrow for another country.
• Ask What items would they pack in their suitcase?
• Brainstorm ideas as a class on chart paper
• Have children go back to tables to work on suitcases
• Circulate and ask children what they are packing
• Children can write or draw representations of the items to pack
Closure (Summarize, Review, Homework, Preview Next Day)
• Gather as a group to share what each child has in his/her suitcase.
Assessment
Keep suitcases for final immigration portfolio
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Lesson Title: Interviews at Natick Senior Center
Teacher Johnson School - Natick
Course/Subject Social Studies
Grade(s)
1/ 2
#students 20
# with IEP, 504
Date and length of class 2 hours
Unit/Theme/Topic(s)/ Focus Question(s)
Immigration/
• Who were/are the people who came to Natick and what where/are the contributions
they've made?
Materials/Resources Needed
• Community members from the Natick Senior Center
• Interview questions
• Refreshments for Tea
• Digital camera
Learning Standards Addressed (from MA Curriculum Frameworks or Local
Standards)
History and Geography:
2. Use correctly words and phrases related to time (now, in the past, in the future),
changing historical periods (other times, other places), and causation (because, reasons).
(H)
Standard 2.7 On a map of the world, locate the continent, regions, or countries from
which students, their parents, guardians, grandparents, or other relatives or ancestors
came. With the help of family members and the school librarian, describe traditional
food, customs, sports and games, and music of the place they came from. (G, C)
Lesson Objectives (If applicable, include specific high level skills and concepts.)
• Children will consider why people left their respective homelands, hopes held upon
arrival, networks that supported immigrants, challenges in terms of assimilation into a
new culture and cultural traditions preserved by individuals.
Setting the Stage (Activate, Review, Generate Interest, State Objectives and
Agenda)
• Ask if anyone knows what an interview is
• Remind students we have been discussing people who came to this country long
ago
• Now they will get to interview a Natick citizen who came to America from
another country.
• Children will get to go a field trip to the Senior Center to conduct their interviews.
Instructional Strategies: Acquisition and Consolidation of Skills/Knowledge
(Explanation, Modeling, Checking for Understanding, Guided and Independent
Practice)
• Explain what an interview is
• Review what immigration means
• Generate a list of interview question ideas as a class
• Ex: When did you come to America? What country did you come from? Why did
your family come to the United States etc.
• Students choose and record 5 interview questions using the list or additional ideas
they may have
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Students travel to the Senior Center with questions and meet with interviewees.
Students ask the questions and record the answers (some may need help from
interviewee to scribe…)
• Teacher takes photographs of each child/senior pair
• Children invite partners to a tea at school to thank the Senior Citizens and share
the completed interviews/pictures
Assessment/ Evidence of Learning
• Students will put their interviews and photographs in Immigration Portfolios
•
•
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Lesson Title: PowerPoint Presentation “Natick Men Who Served with Glory”
Johnson School - Natick
Immigration/Civil War
Grade(s) 2
20 students
IEP, 504
Date and length of class 2-45 minute sessions and a field trip
Unit/Theme/Topic(s)/ Focus Question(s):
• Natick Immigrants Contributing to the Civil War
• Who were the Natick Men Who Served with Glory?
• Why were their achievements from long ago distinctive?
• How did these people help to shape our community today?
Materials/Resources Needed
• PowerPoint: “Natick Men Who Served with Glory”.
• Copies of “The Shoemaker’s Song”.
• S.I.G.H.T. method to better analyze images
• Student journals
• David Adler Picture Book Biographies:
Frederick Douglas, Robert E. Lee, Abraham Lincoln, Harriet Beecher Stowe,
Sojourner Truth, Harriet Tubman
• “What’s Happening here? Can You Hear the Voices” Edward T. O’Donnell, 2009
• KWL Chart
• Guest Speaker: Mr. Cary Holmes
Learning Standards Addressed (from MA Curriculum Frameworks or Local
Standards)
• After reading to or viewing a PowerPoint depicting true stories about individuals
recognized for their achievements, describe, using the PRIMES the impact
of their contributions.
• Use correctly words and phrases related to time (now, in the past), changing
Historical periods and causation.
• Give examples of fictional characters or real people who were good leaders…
Lesson Objectives (If applicable, include specific high level skills and concepts.);
• The students will better understand the contributions Natick immigrants/African
Americans made during the Civil War.
• The students will identify why African Americans settled in Natick and
contributed to the Civil War.
• The students will discuss the central issues of the Civil War from a variety of
perspectives.
• The students will meet with a direct descendant at the Old Dell Park Cemetery
and place flowers on the graves of Civil War Veterans.
• The students will share their personal reactions to what they have learned in
whole class discussions.
Setting the Stage (Activate, Review, Generate Interest, State Objectives and
Agenda)
• Use KWL Chart to “dip-stick” relative to information students know about the
Civil War Era and the community of Natick contributors during that era.
• Present Adler’s book: A Picture Book of Harriet Tubman
• Assign small group shared reading of other Alder trade books.
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• Discuss the movie, Glory, directed by Edward Zwick
• Present PowerPoint: “Natick Men Who Served with Glory”
• Practice singing: “The Shoemaker’s Song”.
Instructional Strategies: Acquisition and Consolidation of Skills/Knowledge
(Explanation, Modeling, Checking for Understanding, Guided and Independent
Practice)
• After presentation of 22 slides: PowerPoint (Natick Men Who Served with Glory)
• Discuss the Thomas family of Natick, with 4 brothers serving .
• Using S.I.G.H.T. discuss Slide 4 (scene form Glory showing company B of the
54th Massachusetts Infantry marching through Boston) and Slide 5 (Assault on
Fort Wagner.
• Specifically discuss “What’s happening here? Can you hear the voices”?
• Show slide 22: Official Portrait of Admiral Gerald E. Thomas.
• Discuss field trip to cemetery to meet his grandson: Mr. Paul Hasgill.
Closure (Summarize, Review, Homework, Preview Next Day)
• Students complete journals: How did the Thomas family of Natick contribute to
the Civil war; what were the issues regarding slavery?
• Discuss perceptions, as a group.
• Students walk to nearby cemetery to meet Mr. Paul Hasgill, descendent of the
Thomas family, present song and lay flowers on the graves of Natick Civil war
Veterans.
• Invite Mr. Cary Holmes, local historian, to visit the class, afterwards sharing
authentic Civil War uniforms and artifacts, borrowed from the Natick Morse
Institute.
Assessment/ Evidence of Learning
Journals will be assessed 4/4:
• Does the student understand the issues that fueled the Civil War
• Does the student understand that Natick African American soldiers fought for the
Union cause
• Does the student understand who the Thomas family was in Natick and the
significance of their respective contributions?
• Does the student relate facts from other important Civil War figures from the
David Adler books?
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Lesson Title: Timelines
Teacher Johnson School - Natick
History/Immigration
Grade(s) 2
20 students
IEP, 504
Date and length of class: 2 classes at 40 minutes each
Unit/Theme/Topic(s)/ Focus Question(s):
• Immigration
• Exploring the Concept of Timelines
• Compare and contrast personal timelines with “Natick Timeline”
• How can we learn from those who have lived through important events
Materials/Resources Needed
• KWL Chart (know/want to know)
• Poster board
• Event (5) summary sheet with dates
• Reference Timeline
• Timeline: Natick 1830-1870
Learning Standards Addressed (from MA Curriculum Frameworks or Local
Standards)
Grade 2 History and Geography:
2. Use correctly words and phrases related to time, changing historical periods and
causation.
3. Explain the information that historical timelines convey and put in chronological
order events in the student’s life or in the history of the time frame studied.
Lesson Objectives (If applicable, include specific high level skills and concepts.)
• The student will construct a dated timeline of their life using photos, artifacts and
magazine cutouts to display information.
• The students will be able to recognize timelines and identify the time periods of
events throughout a time frame in history.
• The students will relate historical events to milestones in their own lives.
Setting the Stage (Activate, Review, Generate Interest, State Objectives and
Agenda)
• Using KWL Chart determine what students know about timelines
• Display/discuss a personal timeline of educator or former student.
• Discuss historic events that relate to this timeline
• Assignment:
• Inform students that in this lesson they will act as historians to gather information
and list 5 different events from their lives with appropriate date.
• Using actual photos, memorabilia or magazine pictures arrange a personal
timeline in sequential order on poster board.
• Witness to History: ask students to add events that have happened in their life
Adding to personal events on the appropriate date.
• Review construction: a. Information is in time order
b. Information is labeled with a date
c. Information is connected with visual representation
d. Pictures and photos correspond to presented information
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Closure (Summarize, Review, Homework, Preview Next Day)
• Student presentation of timelines
• Explain to the class that a timeline is a calendar of events, making it easy to
see the order in which events occurred.
• Students should discuss how each picture/artifact represents them (groups).
• Hand-out to class, at large “Timeline Natick 1830-1870”
Students should highlight 3 events that they can add to as part of group
discussion.
Assessment/ Evidence of Learning
• Students can supplement the Natick/personal timeline by researching and drawing
replicas of the American flag for both timeframes represented.
• Students can show how things have changed over time by dressing in modes of
fashion appropriate to the Civil War period.
• Assessment:
c. Students will be evaluated 4/4:
• Information is in chronological order
• Information is labeled with a date
• Information is vividly represented as being connected
• Pictures and photos correspond
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Lesson Title: Census Records
Teacher
Course/Subject: Social Studies
Grade(s) 1-2
#students 20
# with IEP, 504
Date and length of class
Unit/Theme/Topic(s)/ Focus Question(s)
•
•
•
•

Immigration
Primary Source Documents
Census Records
What can we learn from census records?

Materials/Resources Needed
Copies for each pair of students of the following three years of census records. (These census records
show the same street in Natick, MA over a period of thirty years.)
• Year 1900, Census Place: Natick, Middlesex, Massachusetts; Roll T623_663: Page: 8B;
Enumeration District: 886.
• Year: 1920; Census Place: Natick, Middlesex, Massachusetts; Roll: T625-716; Page: 9A;
Enumeration District: 352; Image: 182.
• Year: 1930; Census Place: Natick, Middlesex, Massachusetts; Roll: 925; Page 8B; Enumeration
district: 355; Image 418 0.

Learning Standards Addressed (from MA Curriculum Frameworks or Local
Standards)
History and Geography
2. Use correctly words and phrases related to time (now, in the past, in the future), changing
historical periods (other times, other places), and causation (because, reasons). (H)
3. Explain the information that historical timelines convey and then put in chronological order
events in the student’s life (e.g., the year he or she was born, started school, or moved to a
new neighborhood) or in the history of countries studied. (H)

Lesson Objectives (If applicable, include specific high level skills and concepts.)
•
•
•
•

Identify a primary source document.
Read a line on a census form with guidance.
Explain what a census is.
Understand that primary source documents can help them learn about personal, community and
national history.

Setting the Stage (Activate, Review, Generate Interest, State Objectives and
Agenda)
•

•

Provide a working definition for a primary source document: “Primary source documents come
from the time and place of the person or event” and state that students can use primary source
documents to learn about their own history, Natick history and US history.
Distribute copies of census records to pairs of students.

Instructional Strategies: Acquisition and Consolidation of Skills/Knowledge
(Explanation, Modeling, Checking for Understanding, Guided and Independent
Practice)
•
•

Distribute copies of actual 1930 census records, paired with transcribed copies of select lines.
Allow students some time to peruse documents, then ask: What do you notice? What do you
think this is?
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•

•
•

•

•

Explain that they are looking at a census record. The census is taken every ten years. It tracks the
population in the United States which is useful information for our government. Ask: How do
you think the Census could be useful?
Walk through each category on a line, noting age, occupation, birthplace, parents’ birthplaces,
citizenship and education.
Ask: If the census is taken ever ten years, what do you think would be different if we went back
in time ten years on this same street? Would all the same people still be living there ten years
before this census was taken? How about kids who were 6 or 7 years old at the time? Would they
be on the previous census? Have people moved in or out of your neighborhood?
Explain that you are giving them two more census records for the same street (Summer Street in
Natick). Help children identify that the population on Summer Street changes over time. In the
1900 census, most of the families list places of birth in New England, with some families with
parents from Canada and Germany. In the 1920s there are families with New England, Canada,
England, Italy, Germany and Ireland listed in the nativity section of the forms. By the 1930s the
families list Italy, Albania and Massachusetts most frequently in the nativity section. Reiterate
that Summer Street is still here in Natick, but the people who live there keep changing. Natick has
had people from all different countries and places living in it for a long time. State that Natick
still has people from all different places and different heritages living here.
Segue to homework.

Closure (Summarize, Review, Homework, Preview Next Day)
Homework: Assign a brief family interview homework for students to complete before and in preparation
for the next lesson. The purpose of the assignment is to interview a family member to get information
about heritage and to uncover examples of documents, records or artifacts that are primary sources in their
own lives. See attached worksheet.

Assessment/ Evidence of Learning
Students will be able to provide the working definition for a primary source document when asked.
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Name____________________________

Date_____________

Family and Student Interview
We are learning about our heritages in second grade. We are also learning about
primary source documents and what we can learn from them. This interview will help us
with our next social studies’ lesson in school. Thank you!
Directions: Please ask a family member to help you answer the following questions. If
you don’t know or don’t want to answer a particular question, just leave it blank.
1. What is your name?
2. How did you get your name (first, middle or last)?
3. Many people come to the United States for different reasons and have come at
different times in history. Where is your family from (what countries)? Or What
do you consider to be your heritage, if any.

4. Are there customs or traditions that you keep or celebrate (holidays, recipes, etc)?

For the following questions the person being interviewed and the student both answer the
question.
Interview Subject (Family Member)
How much homework did you have in
elementary school?

You (Second Grade Student)
How much homework do you have?

What was your favorite memory of second
grade?

What is your favorite memory of second
grade?

What special things from your childhood
do you still have?

What special things are you keeping?
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Family Records and Primary Source Documents and Artifacts
1. What important records or documents does your family keep for you that are
primary source documents, records or artifacts? (e.g., photographs, diaries,
letters, taxes, birth certificates, marriage certificates, special mementos, etc.)
Write down an example or two of the types of things you have at home.
Don’t bring them to school!
2. Do draw a picture of what your item is. If you aren’t able to access it or look at it,
draw what you imagine it would look like.
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Title: Family History
Teacher Johnson School – Natick
Course/Subject Social Studies
Grade(s) 1-2
#students
20
# with IEP, 504
Date and length of class
Unit/Theme/Topic(s)/ Focus Question(s)
• Immigration
• Nation of Travelers
• Family History
• Where did your ancestors come from and why did they travel to the USA?
Materials/Resources Needed
• Copies of blank world maps
• Copies of Family History Project (see attached)
• Access to a parent/family member
Learning Standards Addressed (from MA Curriculum Frameworks or Local
Standards)
History and Geography
2. Use correctly words and phrases related to time (now, in the past, in the
future), changing historical periods (other times, other places), and causation
(because, reasons). (H)
3. Explain the information that historical timelines convey and then put in
chronological order events in the student’s life (e.g., the year he or she was
born, started school, or moved to a new neighborhood) or in the history of
countries studied. (H)
Learning Standards
2.7 On a map of the world, locate the continent, regions, or countries from
which students, their parents, guardians, grandparents, or other relatives or
ancestors came. With the help of family members and the school librarian,
describe traditional food, customs, sports and games, and music of the place
they came from. (G, C)
Lesson Objectives (If applicable, include specific high level skills and concepts.)
• Students will:
• Research their family histories.
• Understand that US citizens and residents herald from many different countries
and continents.
• Identify on a map a country, a continent or both connected to their family history.
• Discuss reasons (push/pull factors) for immigration.
Setting the Stage (Activate, Review, Generate Interest, State Objectives and
Agenda)
• Discuss the teacher’s own family history story, identifying on a large map
countries where different ancestors lived and reasons (using context) why those
ancestors traveled here.
• State that the US is a nation of travelers. Native peoples walked here, some
people chose to come here (immigration) and others were forced to (slavery).
• Explain that students will be gathering information from their families so that they
can learn about their family histories and members of the class can learn from
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each other.
• Explain that sometimes family history is private, and provide an alternate
assignment for any student or student’s family who opt out. (Examples: Read
and share a biography of an immigrant; Keep class statistics about countries and
continents identified for a class graph/chart about immigration; Interview a
teacher in the school about his/her family history.)
• Distribute copies of the world map and family history project paper. (See
attached.)
Closure (Summarize, Review, Homework, Preview Next Day)
When homework assignments (family history projects) are completed…
• Build a class graph using the data about family origins (country or continent of
origin).
• Identify patterns or trends in the data.
• Reiterate that people travel to the US from many places and for many reasons.
• Ask for volunteers to share reasons cited by family members for immigrating to
US.
• List the reasons offered on chart paper.
• Keep chart posted throughout unit of study and add to it as warrants.
Assessment/ Evidence of Learning
• Assignment or alternate assignment is completed.
• Children participate in discussions.
• Children can read class graph/chart and write three statements about the data.
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Name___________________________

Date___________________

Family History Project
Class Project Background: The first and second grade classes are learning about immigration. Some
people say that the US is a melting pot comprised of many different people and cultures. Some say it is a
mosaic—individual tiles that together compose a unified picture. We say that all people traveled here at
some point in the world and country’s history. Native peoples crossed the land bridge, many people chose
to come here (immigration) and others were forced to (slavery). If you are comfortable answering the
questions below, please sit with your child and share your stories. We recognize that family history can be
private. If you prefer not to discuss these questions with your child or share stories with the class, please
let your child’s teacher know and an alternate assignment will be provided. Thank you!

1. Name of interviewee (family member who answered questions) ___________
2. Where is your family from (what countries)? Or What do you consider to be your
heritage, if any?

3. Why did your ancestors travel here? Or Why do you think your ancestors traveled
here?

4. Did your ancestors encounter any challenges (that you know of) with the journe
here or with adjusting to a new country once they arrived? Did they face
discrimination, need to learn a new language, have trouble finding a place to live,
etc.?

5. Do you celebrate any occasions or holidays that are connected with your heritage?

6. Are there special foods, customs, music, games, traditions that your family enjoys
that are connected with your heritage?
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My Family on the Map
1. On the world map below, draw a symbol (an x, a smiley face, a check mark, etc.)
to show the countries of origin (the countries where your family came from) in
your family. If you don’t know specific countries, you may place your symbol in
one of the continents.
2. On the lines below the map, list the names of the countries and the continents that
you indicated with a symbol.

Countries:____________________________________________________________________

Continents: _________________________________________________________________

Bonus: Use a different color(s) to draw line(s) showing the journey your ancestor(s) followed.
Include a map key/legend to show which ancestor took which route to the United States.
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Lesson Title: Field Trip to South Natick Graveyard and Indian Burial Ground
Teacher Johnson School - Natick
Course/Subject Social Studies
st
nd
Grade(s) 1 and 2
#students 20+
# with IEP, 504
Date and length of class 3 hours (including transportation)
Unit/Theme/Topic(s)/ Focus Question(s)
FOCUS: How does a historian uncover the past through the use of primary source
artifacts (graves)?
• Locate the cemetery on town map. Describe its location, size and immediate
neighbors. Why do you think this site was selected?
• Who is buried here? Look for names that are found throughout town (names of
schools, streets, ponds, etc.).
• What years are covered in this cemetery? List oldest and most recent you find.
• What kinds of gravestone shapes do you find and what symbols are on them?
• Identify stones representing different levels of wealth and status in the community.
Materials/Resources Needed
• Greene, Meg. Rest in Peace: A History of American Cemeteries. Breckenridge:
Twenty-first Century Books, 2007.
• Website: http://www.gravestonestudies.org/faq.htm. Great resource - especially for
interpreting symbolism on graves
• Computer(s) or laptop(s) to share website
• Large sheets of tracing paper, crayons, clipboards, pencils
Learning Standards Addressed (from MA Curriculum Frameworks or Local
Standards)
GRADE 1 CONCEPTS AND SKILLS
History and Geography
1. Identify temporal sequences such as days, weeks, months, years, and seasons.
Use correctly words and phrases related to time and recognize the existence of
changing historical periods (other times, other places). (H)
4. Describe a map as a representation of a space, such as the classroom, the
school, the neighborhood, town, city, state, country, or world. (G)
Civics and Government
8. Give examples that show the meaning of the following words: politeness,
achievement, and reliability. (C)
GRADE 1 LEARNING STANDARDS
• 1.9 Explain that Americans have a variety of different religious, community, and
family celebrations and customs, and describe celebrations or customs held by
members of the class and their families. (H)
GRADE 2 CONCEPTS AND SKILLS
History and Geography
2. Use correctly words and phrases related to time (now, in the past, in the future),
changing historical periods (other times, other places), and causation (because,
reasons). (H)
Civics and Government
7. Give examples of fictional characters or real people in the school or community
who were good leaders and good citizens, and explain the qualities that made
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•

them admirable (e.g., honesty, dependability, modesty, trustworthiness, courage).
GRADE 1 LEARNING STANDARDS
2.10 After reading or listening to a variety of true stories about individuals recognized
for their achievements, describe and compare different ways people have achieved
great distinction (e.g. scientific, professional, political, religious, commercial,
military, athletic, or artistic). (H)

Lesson Objectives (If applicable, include specific high level skills and concepts.)
• To use gravestones as a primary source artifact to help students think historically.
Setting the Stage (Activate, Review, Generate Interest, State Objectives and
Agenda)
Teacher will:
• Tell students will be taking a field trip to the South Natick Graveyard and Indian
Burial Ground to learn more about early Natick history
• Read aloud: Rest in Peace: A History of American Cemeteries by Meg Greene
• Show students images from http://www.gravestonestudies.org/faq.htm to understand
historical symbolism on gravestones
Instructional Strategies: Acquisition and Consolidation of Skills/Knowledge
(Explanation, Modeling, Checking for Understanding, Guided and Independent
Practice)
Teacher will:
• Read aloud: Rest in Peace: A History of American Cemeteries by Meg Greene
• Show students images from http://www.gravestonestudies.org/faq.htm to understand
historical symbolism on gravestones
• Discuss how graves are primary source documents
• Explain to students that they will “think like a historian” when looking at graves by
asking questions and using analytical thinking skills
• Introduce chart to complete at graveyard and explain expectations
• Show students how to conduct a grave rubbing effectively and respectfully using
crayons and chart paper
• Break students up into small working partner groups for field trip activity
• Monitor, observe and assist children at graveyard during field trip
Closure (Summarize, Review, Homework, Preview Next Day)
Teacher will:
• Lead class discussion using chart questions as a basis for conversation
• Allow students time to share, compare and analyze finding of names, symbols,
and dates found in graveyard
• Visit http://www.gravestonestudies.org/faq.htm to understand historical
symbolism on gravestones
• Record common data on large easel paper
• Let partner groups show grave rubbings and compare and contrast the rubbings
Assessment/ Evidence of Learning
• Grave rubbings and verbal analysis/presentation of rubbing
• Complete of chart and discussion of findings
• Teacher observations/formative assessment – use of questioning/analytical thinking,
group participation
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Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________________

South Natick Cemetery and Indian Graveyard Field Trip
Directions: Fill out the chart listed below. Choose one grave to do a rubbing
to share with the class.
List some surnames that
What is the oldest year
What is the most recent
are also names found in
you saw?
year you saw?
Natick. (Ex: names of
schools, streets, ponds,
etc.)

Write or draw some
interesting gravestone
shapes. (Label with
surname)

Draw a symbol on a
gravestone. What do you
think it means? (Label
with surname)

Draw a symbol on a
gravestone. What do you
think it means? (Label
with surname)

Draw a symbol on a
gravestone. What do you
think it means? (Label
with surname)

Draw a symbol on a
gravestone. What do you
think it means? (Label
with surname)

Draw a symbol on a
gravestone. What do you
think it means? (Label
with surname)
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Lesson Title: Field Trip to Old Dell Park Cemetery
Teacher Johnson School - Natick
Course/Subject Social Studies
st
nd
Grade(s) 1 and 2
#students 20+
# with IEP, 504
Date and length of class 3 hours (including transportation)
Unit/Theme/Topic(s)/ Focus Question(s)
• How has our community been shaped by veterans buried in Old Dell Park Cemetery?
• How do American citizens traditionally commemorate veterans?
• Why is it important to show respect and honor to elders in our community?
Materials/Resources Needed
• Suggested Read Alouds:
• Snyder, Robert. What is a Veteran, Anyway? New York: Champion, 2008.
• Raven, Margot and Benny, Mike. America's White Table. Farmington Hills:
Sleeping Bear Press, 2005.
• Community contact: Mr. Paul Hasgill
• CD of national songs such as America the Beautiful, My Country, ’tis of Thee, God
Bless America, and The Star Spangled Banner for children to practice singing lyrics
Learning Standards Addressed (from MA Curriculum Frameworks or Local
Standards)
GRADE 1 CONCEPTS AND SKILLS
History and Geography
4. Describe a map as a representation of a space, such as the classroom, the
school, the neighborhood, town, city, state, country, or world. (G)
Civics and Government
8. Give examples that show the meaning of the following words: politeness,
achievement, and reliability. (C)
GRADE 1 LEARNING STANDARDS
• 1.3 Identify and explain the meaning of American national symbols. (H, C)
(the American flag, the bald eagle, the White House, the Statue of Liberty)
• 1.4 Demonstrate the ability to recite the Pledge of Allegiance, to explain its general
meaning and to sing national songs such as America the Beautiful, My Country, ’tis
of Thee, God Bless America, and The Star Spangled Banner and explain the general
meaning of the lyrics. (H, C)
• 1.9 Explain that Americans have a variety of different religious, community, and
family celebrations and customs, and describe celebrations or customs held by
members of the class and their families. (H)
GRADE 2 CONCEPTS AND SKILLS
Civics and Government
6. Define and give examples of some of the rights and responsibilities that
students as citizens have in the school (e.g., students have the right to vote in a class
election and have the responsibility to follow school rules). (C)
GRADE 2 LEARNING STANDARDS
• 2.10 After reading or listening to a variety of true stories about individuals recognized
for their achievements, describe and compare different ways people have achieved
great distinction (e.g. scientific, professional, political, religious, commercial,
military, athletic, or artistic). (H)
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Lesson Objectives (If applicable, include specific high level skills and concepts.)
• To memorialize American veterans who contributed to Natick history.
• To appreciate and respect diverse community members that share a common bond –
Natick history
Setting the Stage (Activate, Review, Generate Interest, State Objectives and
Agenda)
Teacher will:
• Explain that students will participate in a field trip to Old Dell Park Cemetery to meet
with Natick veterans, take part in a small ceremony and put flowers on graves of
deceased veterans.
• Read aloud: What is a Veteran, Anyway? by Robert Snyder or America's White Table
by Mike Benny and Margot Raven to enhance student background knowledge of
commemorating veterans in American society
Instructional Strategies: Acquisition and Consolidation of Skills/Knowledge
(Explanation, Modeling, Checking for Understanding, Guided and Independent
Practice)
Teacher will:
Prior to field trip:
• Teach children lyrics and meaning of patriotic songs America the Beautiful, My
Country, ’tis of Thee, God Bless America, and The Star Spangled Banner
• Read aloud: What is a Veteran, Anyway? by Robert Snyder or America's White Table
by Mike Benny and Margot Raven to enhance student background knowledge of
commemorating veterans in American society
• Discuss appropriate field trip behavior and conduct
• Break children into partner groups for placing flowers on veteran gravesites
During walking field trip:
• Lead students while walking to and from Old Dell Park Cemetery
• Monitor students while placing flower on veteran gravesites
• Sing with students a variety of patriotic songs during small veteran ceremony
organized by Paul Hasgill
Closure (Summarize, Review, Homework, Preview Next Day)
Teacher will:
• Engage students in class discussion of field trip
• Allow students time to complete a reflection response
Assessment/ Evidence of Learning
• Teacher observations/formative assessment – use of questioning/analytical thinking,
group participation
• Reflection response worksheet
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Name: _____________________________

Date: _______________

Veterans’ Ceremony at Dell Park Cemetery – June 2008
Today we went on a walking field trip to the Dell Park Cemetery to honor
Natick veterans. We placed flowers on the gravesites of Natick veterans and
sang patriotic songs to our community members. Write a reflection and draw
an illustration explaining what you learned about yourself and your
community during this field trip.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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Conclusion
The study of immigration has afforded us the opportunity to think historically and
practice what we plan to teach. We have undertaken this work being mindful of our 1st
and 2nd grade audience and with consideration of possible future exploration that said
students might experience. It has been both a challenging and stimulating journey.
Together we have hosted formal teas with current Natick residents, eager to share stories.
We have learned a greater appreciation of our local libraries and those talented,
passionate professionals who have spent hours, at no cost, aiding our adventure. We
have reached out to the Natick Senior Center, making future connections between current
Natick immigrants with “stories” to the school children in our possible. We have
employed the “5 C’s” and the PRIMES in our discussions and approach. We have been
diligent in accessing primary sources. Mostly, we have become historians.

